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The Adoption Paradox:

Americans travel the world to adopt, system makes it easier to abort than to adopt

Hugh Jackman stars
this summer in the latest
Wolverine movie, as an
almost invincible super hero
who can’t be stopped. But
when Jackman tried to have
children, he and his wife
suffered from infertility and
eventually adopted two young
girls instead. For many young
couples working and focusing
on their careers into their
thirties, infertility becomes
a very real issue and yet if
they turn to adoption, sadly,
they find that many of those
options are closed to them
due to costs, legal issues and
the lack of available children.
Many families turning to
adoption are finding that the
children do not exist, and
that the costs to navigate the
system for the 100,000 waiting
for adoption placement are
too high and cumbersome to
deal with. The natural desire
for a family, put off due to
college, work and career,
affected by infertility in later
years, is manifesting itself
yet the children to adopt are
often gone.
More than 130,000 children
a year are being placed
into loving homes, with
an estimated 15,000 being
adopted from international
locations.
Americans are
working more and marrying
later in life, leading to a rise
in the infertility rate currently
hovering at about 12% of
couples of
reproductive
age. This desire for children,
though, is not matched by
an availability of children to
adopt. The desire can be so
strong that the absence of
children causes ‘adjustment
disorder’ and various degrees
of depression in couples.
Cambridge counselor and
psychologist Dr. Lora Clark
knows this firsthand, as one
of her specialties is to counsel
infertile couples.
“These
couples
need
treatment
and to deal with what is the
mourning for a child who
will never come,” Clark says.
“They’re mourning the loss
of a dream, a fantasy... that
they are supposed to grow up,

get married and have children.
Many don’t turn to adoption,
though, cost is one big issue,
but these are older couples
and they’re exhausted.”
The costs for a private
adoption can often exceed
$20,000, and international
adoptions aren’t cheaper.
The benefit to international
adoptions is that the risk
of having the children
later removed is reduced
due to more favorable
parental
termination
laws.
In America, there
are numerous background
checks, interviews, red tape
and the involvement of
social workers that can often
discourage potential parents.

Mass Citizens member
Priscilla Keough and her
husband Paul went through a
long and exhaustive process to
adopt their daughter Katrina
from Russia. The Keough’s
adoption experience was made
more difficult due to attorney
fees, social workers fees,
international attornies plus
travel expenses all of which
ate away at their savings. In
addition, “intimidating” stacks
of paperwork, documents,
and immigration and criminal
record checks. They also had
to meet with a social worker
and the process of having
their backgrounds picked
apart. In addition, the social
worker came and interviewed
their other children,
and went through
the house, including
their
bedrooms.
Keough
clearly
believes it was all
worth it though.
Says Keough, “It’s a
gift to be Katrina’s
mother. “A huge
blessing people don’t
realize”.
There are currently
2,400 children in
Massachusetts who
are in foster care
and available to be
adopted.
Janice
Halpern of the
Massachusetts
Adoption Resource
Exchange
admits
that adopting isn’t
easy or for everyone,
“In order to make a
match that’ll be for
The year with the highest
keeps
and is permanent,
total and highest percentage
of adoptions was in 1970,
a prospective family
right before the 1973 Roe vs.
has to go through
Wade decision. After 1973, as invasive
interviews
shown above, one can see the asking
about their
trade-off between adoptions
personal life, parental
and abortions as the so-called
styles,
arguments,
“unwanted” children are
spousal
separations,
destroyed instead of adopted
it’s all very personal.”
into loving homes.
Halpern noted that
the waiting was often
the most difficult part
Public adoptions, though for prospective parents, and
greatly reduced in costs, can that if there were more social
be frustrating to prospective workers that wait would be
parents due to the often long reduced and more children
waits.
placed.

Military families in particular
have a hard time adopting due
to adoption agency issues
with their mobile nature.
Harold and Ernestine Davis,
who like many couples
looking to adopt struggled

with infertility, are a military
family who have never lived in
the same place for longer than
24 months. They have also
been stationed in states that
See ADOPTION PARADOX
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Saving 1,170
babies

A simple, enforced, informed consent law such
as “Laura’s Law” would
save a small town each
year, how can we pass it?
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When others try to blame
you for a murder thousands of miles away because of your principles,
how should you respond?
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on the “Vocation of
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that the only ‘safe sex’ is
committed, loving, married sex.
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Rebecca Kiessling tells
Massachusetts that being
conceived in rape doesn’t
make her less of a human
being.
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Is an epidemic of undiagnosed depression fueling the rush to assisted
suicide?
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MCFL News

Life in Massachusetts

The Status of Abortion and Euthanasia Issues in Legislation and Culture

by Anne Fox, MCFL President

Luke McNamara would have
turned 30 this May. Luke died in a
tragic accident in 1982 just days
before his third birthday.
He was 17 days younger
than our son, Ned. When
Ned has a birthday and
on special occasion like
First Communion or
graduations, I think of
Luke’s parents Frank and
Liz. They have many
beautiful children, but I
know they are thinking of
Luke.
I remember his funeral
at St Aiden’s in Brookline.
The church was packed
with faith-filled people
who knew Luke was in
heaven.
My route home took
me
p a s t
one of
the four

abortion “clinics” in Brookline.
Outside were Bill Clark and others
with pro-life signs. The contrast was
shocking. Just around the corner
from this beautiful funeral people
were going about their business
while countless babies were being
killed – unnoticed, unheralded, and
unmourned by any but us, I thought.
I have learned since that the majority
of their mothers also have mourned
for 30 years.
Recently someone deliberately and
violently killed George Tiller. Tiller

had deliberately, violently and proudly
killed over 60,000 pre-born babies,
many of whom were old enough to
live outside the womb. His fellow
abortionists have violently killed
52 million pre-born babies through
surgical abortions and we don’t know
how many more through chemical
abortions. Our nation is awash in a
sea of blood and mourning.
The news is full of pictures of Tiller,
who had children and grandchildren.
Each of those 52 million babies had
a family and a future too. We don’t
see pictures of them, people don’t tell
their stories on TV. It is easy for us to
hide their deaths from ourselves. We
feel their loss but we don’t even know
their names, and some will always be
nameless.
It is important to remember that
approximately
13,000 abortions
of viable babies
are
reported
in this country
every year. This
will
continue
even after Tiller’s
death. Yet, polls indicate that the
Tiller murder has not changed people’s
position on abortion. This means
we have a lot of work to do right
now. We must take advantage of
the sentiment in the country which
is pro-life, to educate people about
the life issues. We must take the
lead in educating people about the
devastating health care “reform”
which the Obama administration
is pushing. This ‘reform’ would
give abortionists the ability to kill
at an even faster rate than they
already do.
And yet you and I are the majority.

Since last August,
support for legal
abortion has dropped
from 54% to 46%.
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The media would have us think we are
the only pro-life people in the country.
Rasmussen found that 64% of women
and 51% of men consider abortion
morally wrong. Gallup found 51%
self-identified as
pro-life,
while
only 42% selfidentified as “prochoice”. Support
for abortion has
dropped
from
49% to 44%
among women
and from 54%
to 39% among
men while 23%
of people would
have abortion be illegal under all
circumstances.
Pew found support for legal abortion
has dropped from
54% to 46% since
last August. Those
who want abortion
to be illegal have
risen from 41% to
44% in the same
time period. Fox
News found 49% self-identified as
pro-life with 43% as “pro-choice”.
The Polling Company found that 55%
of people take one of three pro life
positions, 41% take one of three proabortion positions.
The Polling Company also found
that, of people who know someone
who has had an abortion, 53% say
abortion is almost always bad for the
woman while 13% say abortion is
almost always good for the woman.
These numbers confirm what you and
I already know, and show that America
is slowly waking up to the massive
mourning around us.
When presented
with a list of items
of interest, 61%
say that abortion is
an important issue,
35% say it is not.
Respondents who say
abortion is important
are pro-life by a two
to one margin.
The Supreme Court situation is also
significant – 82% of Americans do
not want pro-abortion activist justices.
Opinion Dynamics Poll for Fox
News found that 71% want justices
to interpret the law and only 26%
want activist justices. Those justices
most admired were mainly strict
constructionists: Clarence Thomas,
John Roberts, and Antonin Scalia. The
only activist was Ruth Bader Ginsberg.
This is the Pro-Life moment. We
must seize it!
What do the results mean for
Massachusetts and the right-to-life
movement? In the past, we have
found that Massachusetts statistics
were not that different from national
statistics except in one vital respect:
The number and intensity of the
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people at each end of the spectrum
has always been greater.
We have 6 ½ million people in the
state. To say that half of those people
take a definite pro-life position and
one fourth of
them take a strong
pro-life position
is a conservative
estimate. Think
of the people you
know, it is a 5050 chance that
the person sitting
next to you in the
bus agrees with
you. Those who
wear the precious
feet pins find pro-lifers all the time.
We think this state is more pro-choice
than it really is, but it’s all perception.
What does this mean for Mass.
Citizens as an organization? It means
there are 3,250,000 people who agree
with us and about 1,625,000 million
people who agree with us completely
that all abortions should be illegal.
2009 has been a year of Outreach for
Mass. Citizens, our Outreach Director
and Chapter Coordinator have been
working to increase membership
through Chapter activities and massive
distribution of the MCFL News. This
is so that we can reach more of these
millions of people, and can help you
reach them and start a discussion with
them by handing out the newspaper.
There will be an important
training day for all Massachusetts
Pro-Lifers on July 11, 2009 in
Webster that I hope you can attend.
The other important item is
the proposed Obama health care
“reform”. As you know from the
May/June MCFL News report on our
Convention,
this
will involve serious
rationing. This is of
grave concern for
us because those
on the edges of life
will suffer the most.
It is possible to
offer good quality,
ethical care to all
for reasonable prices, but we need a
pro-life policy reform. Please review
that issue of MCFL News. Between
the time of the Convention in March
and now, there has been a tremendous
groundswell of opposition to giving
up decent care for poor quality
government care. You can do a great
deal of good by being informed
about health care issues and major
problems, such as the fact of only one
MRI machine per province in Canada.
Then, in any conversation, be sure to
give people the truth: that ‘reform’ will
likely result in worse care for everyone.
We have two vital jobs right now
– short-term to stop health care
“reform” and long-term to identify
and educate every pro-life person in
Massachusetts.

3,250,000 people who
agree with us and
about 1,625,000 million
people who agree with
us completely that all
abortions should be
illegal.

13,000 abortions
of viable babies in
the third trimester
are reported in this
country every year
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Lobbying the Legislature
Marie Sturgis, MCFL Executive Director

Budget crunch proves helpful
The budget debate saw four antilife amendments go down to defeat
in the House. The amendments
below – had they received approval
– would have provided increased
funding for programs that provide
abortion and contraception services.
In all likelihood the chief beneficiaries
would be groups like Planned
Parenthood.
Amendments #377 and 613
sponsored by Representative Patricia
Haddad (D- Somerset) - if approved
the amendments would have raised
present funding in the budget for
abortion and contraception from $4.3
million to $5 million.
Amendments #110 and 112
sponsored by Representative KathiAnne Reinstein (D – Revere), these
amendments seek to restore funds
earmarked for fiscal year 2010
increasing funds for teen pregnancy
prevention (abortions) programs from
$3.1 million to $4 million.
Recently, Planned Parenthood held
an online lobby day to promote their
pro-abortion agenda. They placed
a special emphasis on House bill
H.1745 “An Act Relative to Public
Health” sponsored by Senator
Harriette Chandler (D-Worcester)
and Representatives Ellen Story
(D-Amherst) and Byron Rushing
(D-Boston).
The bill is dangerous on a number of
levels, but most importantly because
it will remove the legal requirement
that second and third trimester
abortions be done in hospitals. The
change in law will most likely lead to
an increased workload and more cash
for local abortion clinics. The bill was
introduced in the last session and
has been put on the priority list of
NARAL Pro-choice Massachusetts.
Mrs. Eileen Smith flew up from
Florida to attend a meeting relating to
Laura’s Law/Woman’s Right to Know
bill (H. 1670) that I had previously
arranged with officials from Speaker
DeLeo’s office. I was delighted when
Representative Elizabeth Poirier
(R-Attleboro), chief sponsor of the
bill, indicated to me that she would like
to attend the meeting and her presence
gave us a greater advantage. Also, it
was wonderful to finally introduce
Eileen Smith to the chief sponsor of
the bill that bears her daughter’s name
– it was heart-rending.
Unfortunately, the Speaker was
unable to attend the meeting due to the
budget debate; nonetheless, we ended
up having a very fruitful discussion
with his staff and we were wellreceived. Eileen unfolded her story
carefully and said she was an average
person prior to her daughter’s death.
She said she was never involved in the

pro-life movement. Eileen said she
was not aware of the abortion consent
process and had no idea what kinds
of forms and information abortion
minded women were given.
She was incensed to see the abortion
consent forms that Laura most likely
filled out in Sandwich, Massachusetts.
In her view they were “wholly
inadequate” and left out essential
information and facts that would have
provided her daughter with a complete
understanding of the abortion
procedure, including the risks and
alternatives. Eileen said as a result of
her own personal experience she has
become a pro-life activist, and will not
rest until Laura’s Law is passed.
Presently, the bill is sitting in the
Joint Judiciary Committee and has
yet to receive a public hearing. The
Committee is chaired by Representative
Eugene O’Flaherty (D-Chelsea). We
met with members of the Chairman’s
staff to discuss the bill. Once again,
we were well received. I think Eileen’s
presence made a great difference
because her story was so revealing and

evoked much empathy.
Eileen wanted to meet with the
legislator who represents the district
that Laura lived in before her death.
We walked down to the office of Rep.
Cleon Turner (D-Barnstable) and met
with a staffer. The Representative is
pro-abortion and I was not surprised
at the response of his legislative
aide, who did nothing to filter her
pro-abortion position.
Despite
our differences, there was a slight
turning point in our favor when the
aide acknowledged a need to have
informative materials available to
women who are visiting abortion
clinics. We maximized Eileen’s time
and visited many lawmakers with the
hope of changing their hearts and
minds to favor passage of Laura’s Law.
I do not think the hearing for Laura’s
Law will be held this year because it
appears that we have an ongoing
fiscal crisis before us in Massachusetts
and that is taking center stage for
Massachusetts lawmakers. Since the
bills are good for two years, it is most
likely that we will see the hearing

scheduled for sometime next year.
Many lawmakers are unfamiliar with
the bill, so we encourage all chapters
and members to make appointments
to see and educate their elected
officials. They need to hear from you!
Defeated:
Amendments 377 and 613
Would have increased funding
for abortion and contraception
from $4.3 million to $5 million
Amendments 110 and 112
Would have restored funding
in 2010 budget for an increase
in teen pregnancy prevention
(abortion) programs from $3.1
million to $4 million.
Proposed:
Act Relative to Public Health,
H. 1745
Would remove the legal requirement that 2nd and 3rd trimester
abortions be done in hospitals.

Assisted Suicide

Something we can live without!

The big hoax the purveyors of the
of the Death with Dignity Act
culture of death are peddling now is
may fail to protect some patients
so-called “assisted suicide.” Sold as
whose choices are influenced by
a way to ease pain, it’s simply statedepression. The study’s authors
sanctioned murder. The culture of
called for “increased vigilance
death will start preying on seniors
and systematic examination for
who are prone to depression and try
depression among patients who
to extinguish them in their autumn
may access legalized aid in dying.”
years.
Depression and pain is not the
Suicide is an act of total despair.
only reason individuals employ
People who seek to end their lives
Physician-controlled
suicide.
are depressed and not rational.
Countless cases reveal individuals
They are in need of a psychiatric
commit self-murder because of
Executive Director Marie Sturgis
evaluation, friends, loved ones and
financial concerns or abandonment
compassion. Instead, by passing
by family members, outside
this bill, it will make it easier for her merely two and a half weeks!
pressure from others which causes
corporate institutions and greedy
Under Oregon’s assisted suicide law them to feel obligated to carry out
family members to push their elder if a doctor suspects that a patient’s the action. Real healthcare reform,
relations to a quick death. They can wish to die is rooted in depression, such as what we showed at our
often feel pressured to do this when he must refer the patient for a April MCFL Convention, would
others support that decision or create psychiatric evaluation. But if there are solve many of these problems.
a hostile environment to
Involuntary euthanasia
make it happen. In some More than half of the patients seeking began in 1973 and since
cases all the individual assisted suicide in Oregon were not being that time we have seen
in such pain might
a seismic shift – we see
treated
for
depression.
require is better pain
today the direct taking
management.
There
of human lives in
is a long-documented relationship two patients with the same terminal America. “An Act Relative to Death
between physical pain and emotional disease, one depressed and the other with Dignity” H. 1468 has been
depression.
not, then will the depressed individual introduced in the Massachusetts
The first suicide/murder victim be ‘forced to live’ unto death by the legislature. This is an assisted
under the Oregon statute was a state? Of course not. The depression suicide bill and it is similar to the
woman in her eighties with breast exception is just a way to make the bill bill that became law in the state
cancer. Her regular doctor refused more acceptable, it won’t save any lives of Oregon. The same people who
to “assist” her with the request. or prevent any depressed people from supported it there will support it
The doctor who wrote the fatal killing themselves. A recent study here. We need to defeat this bill in
prescription that took her life knew concluded that “the current practice order to protect our elderly at risk!
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Winning Hearts and Minds to Save 1,170 Babies With
Informed Consent: A Brief Overview of How We Can Win
The political dynamics of to give women information, to provide
Massachusetts are troubling for pro- them with the options they want, is not
life and related legislation, as everyone
knows. Where it was once possible
to pass pro-life laws outright, now
the existing ones have been largely 1. Educate the public
enjoined by the court or undone by a
2. Educate the media
hostile legislature and governor. The
political winds, it would seem, are set and other organizations
against life and so many ask what can 3. Educate legislators
be done.
However, the frustration that many 4. Pressure legislators
feel toward a legislative approach
is misplaced. Even a pro-‘choice’ an undue burden on abortion services
legislature can pass some good pro- nor is it controversial.
Research shows that a basic ‘informed
life bills. We have to work to find
the common ground and work from consent’ law reduces the abortion rate
by an average
where we’re at
of .84, meaning
to change the
that
when
state
rather
women
feel
than give up
like they have
in frustration.
options many
When Margaret
of them choose
Sanger
was
life.
This is
beginning her
a great thing.
movement to
Massachusetts’
destroy
life,
abortion rate
she faced odds
is 19.9 per
greater
than
thousand
ours, and in
women
of
undoing
her
r e p r o d u c t i ve
work and the
age, resulting
work of others,
in
27,270
we have truth,
abortions
babies and life
per year.
If
on our side.
an
informed
One point
law
of
common Laura Smith at the beach with her consent
were
passed,
ground is that father.
it would likely
if the other side
wants women to have real ‘choices’ reduce the rate to 19.06, which would
they surely ought to be given more save 1,170 babies per year.
That’s a significant number of
information and more options to make
such a ‘choice’ as to whether or not to people, and a whole new burst of
terminate her child. Laws written only families throughout the state. And

Major Goals:

Effective political communication
evaluation checklist:
This checklist is a good way to evaluate any discussion or piece of communication that engages the topic of informed consent. Your goal is
not to ‘win’ an argument ‘against’ another, but to reach them and truly
persuade them. This list will help you do that.

____ 1. Communicate, don’t just express yourself
____ 2. Appeal to ambivalent skeptics
____ 3. Keep talking, desensitize, don’t shock
____ 4. Keep message single-minded
____ 5. Show the uninformed women as victims,
not as bad people
____ 6. Give potential protectors a just cause
____ 7. Make pro-lifers look good
____ 8. Make pro-abortionists look bad

this is from passing a law that, right other women like Laura who were
now, even has pro-choice cosponsors. hurt and sometimes killed by a lack
This is something that you and I
of information. We can reach many
can do.
more people and identify activists who
Many people, though, feel very can help keep the momentum going.
disconnected, jaded and cynical about These activists are key to making sure
pursuing legislation. They think that the law is eventually passed. As well,
they can’t make a difference, or that by educating the public, we’ll hear
the court will undo any good that every single potential objection to
happens, or that a radical Congress the law and be able to anticipate the
will undo any good that occurs. And objections later.
that all may be true, it’s likely not. And
An easy way to reach people and
even if we only saved two or three keep ourselves organized is through
years worth of these babies, that’s membership in Mass Citizens for Life.
thousands of little ones saved.
Membership is the first step in keeping
This is work you and I need to do.
people in the pro-life loop, regularly
Laura Hope Smith died in 2002 during receiving updates and information
an abortion. Her family knows that if including this newspaper.
she had been given this information,
The second step in the process of
about the risks and especially about passing a serious informed consent
the alternatives, that Laura and her law, is working within the various
baby would be alive today. Laura died institutions and media outlets. For
from a lack of information, because instance, any local hospital can
the doctors who profited from her institute its own internal policies to
abortion wanted to process her and provide informed consent for medical
move on and didn’t stop to consider procedures. Especially if a hospital
the two human beings involved. provides abortions, it can make an
Without the bedside manner that internal policy that provides certain
explains the risks, lacking the proper information before any abortion.
care demanded of a physician, Laura One of the ways in which we can pass
died.
informed consent is not just through
So how can one get started and really the legislature but through the
make a difference to pass this law? common practices in the industry. If
After all, the legislature is hostile, and two-thirds of hospitals are providing
the pro-life movement is not and likely this information, it soon becomes
never will be in a position to fund a expected and often judicially-mandated
major media and lobbying campaign that the remaining ones follow suit.
to enact this good law. To successfully Talking to your hospital administrator,
pass this law, and to save 1,170 a year, board and local physicians is a good
we need to think about political and place to start. Encouraging them to
legislative strategies.
be ahead of the minimum regulations
Frankly, we
and
instead
can take this When talking to someone
offer
women
issue to reach of the opposite worldview,
real
choices
more
people
when choosing
about abortion. acknowledge their principles abortion
by
The polls have and give them a genuine
giving
them
moved
so compliment, make it clear
information
substantially in
on
adoption,
that you are not completely
the past year in
alternatives
our favor that detached from the way they
and pregnancy
we owe it to the look at the world. Many pro- centers is a
babies to further choice people believe they
serious
start.
capitalize
on
work within
are helping women in crisis, We
that momentum
the
existing
and reach more or women who have been
institutions and
people.
In assaulted. Compliment their then also spread
a very broad goals, acknowledge their
out to the media.
overview,
we
By
educating
will list out ways principles, and show how
the institutions
in which we can the desire to help people in a we create a
reach that goal, crisis situation is best served media slightly
pass that law,
through an informed consent more willing to
and save 1,170 a
entertain
our
law.
year.
issues.
Where do we
And as we begin
start? Well, we begin by marketing to work within the media, we are always
and messaging informed consent careful to keep message discipline on
and its related issues to the general the central issues, which is that women
public. We do this to test messages, to deserve to make informed choices and
see what works, to research and find not to be denied information. When
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we work in the media to push along will help educate many more people
the legislation we have to be careful to but will also educate the media outlets
first embrace alternative media – any in what they ought to be looking for,
publication that has an audience ought and the questions they ought to be
to be considered. Most places want asking.
a well-written
Watching the
political
websites:
piece to include
blogs, magazines
within
their bluemassgroup.com
and newspapers,
publication. A -liberal, Democrat, progressive site
we respond to
locally-oriented
any
negative
strong
piece with many contributors
articles
and
that
outlines redmassgroup.com
are
sensitive
how many lives
to the many
-essentially the Republican, centercan be saved,
ways in which
right counterpoint to bluemassgroup
and how many
subtle
stories
specific women
can put bad
have been hurt by the lack of this ideas in people’s heads.
There
law, can help get that basic level of are two main political blogs in the
support.
state, one for the right and one for
We also should strive to put these the left, redmassgroup.com and
articles in outlets that would otherwise bluemassgroup.com,
respectively.
not hear our arguments: the gay media, Even though both are popular, only a
black
media
small number of
outlets,
local “There are three critical
people regularly
newspapers,
comment.
ingredients to democratic
niche
blogs
By
keeping
renewal
and
progressive
and things the
a
constant
s t e r e o t y p i c a l change in America: good
discussion, you
pro-lifer
isn’t public policy, grassroots
can reach entire
reading.
We
new circles of
organizing,
and
electorial
want to talk to
people with proa whole new set politics.”
life principles,
-Former Senator Paul Wellstone
of people about
and effectively
our principles
communicate
and persuade them.
the necessity of informed consent
This is where those activists, legislation. We want to win everyone’s
identified through education to the heart on the issue, and don’t write
general public, become important. off areas because they’re “too proKeeping the ideas flowing, the choice” or with some other dismissive
rebuttals quick and thorough, and statement. We watch and are careful
pushing the idea consistently, locally, for each area and its media coverage,

Values
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Instead of engaging every value, talk about a few
central and core ones that motivate our desire for an
enforced informed consent law:
Equality: Giving women equal access to the full breadth of
services and resources available to them, many hidden from view
because of gender and income inequalities.

Ethics: Making healthcare providers treat women as people

capable of making ethical choices, and not as a product to service.

Health: Many women have health risks they are unaware of,

such as Laura’s, and an informed consent waiver showing that they
are aware of the many potential consequences would only improve
women’s health.

Protection: Preventing abusive relationships from ending

with an abortion, by ensuring that women are truly consenting to
abortion.

Responsibility: Many women say that they were pushed

or pressured into an abortion, or that they never knew how easy
and accessible adoption was, so this law would help them make
the most informed choice, with full access to the information they
need to choose freely.
and always strive to tell the truth
about informed consent and the many
children who could be saved with the
law in place.
And these are not hard and fast
stages, but moments to consider in
building the momentum to pass this
legislation. So there will be a degree of
overlap, for instance always educating
the public, though at different points
one would be focusing more on one
aspect than another.
The third main area is to then educate
the legislators. Showing them the
hard facts and the powerful emotional
stories, many of which will hopefully
be written in the alternative media we
pursued. You and I will show them
stories like Laura’s, and having done
the work educating the public, and
having worked with the public we’ll
know what the objections are and how

to address them. In this case, there are
few objections when this law would
only give women more information.
And at that point we keep pressuring
legislators using both nice pressure
and painful pressure. When they
agree to sponsor our legislation, we
donate to them, write favorable letters
and praise them. When they refuse to
sponsored legislation, we work with
other groups to recruit challengers in
their primaries and general elections,
donate to their opponents, and recruit
new people to oppose them. And we
do this better than our opponents.
With time, effort, activists and
energy, you and I can pass this law,
encourage the enforcement of this
law, help save 1,170 babies each year
and truly change the world. Contact
us at chapters@masscitizensforlife.
org to get started.

A young Laura Smith, with the future in front of her. Laura
had wanted to become a medical technician. Her mother,
Eileen, asked to have the Women’s Right to Know bill renamed after Laura so that other young women and mothers
don’t have to go through the same trauma and loss.
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#3 Pro-Lifers on the Death of Dr.
George Tiller

How should members of the ProLife movement respond to the murder
of late-term abortionist George Tiller?
Our response first and foremost
has been and should continue to be
to condemn in no uncertain terms
the murder of Dr. Tiller. All ProLife groups condemned the murder,
declared it unjustified and senseless,
and expressed sympathy to the Tiller
family and regret that Tiller was
denied the time to change his values.
And our most important thing is
to remember what Dr. Tiller really
did, and not to forget the humanity
of the 70,000 lives he took without
diminishing his own dignity even as
someone we could not understand.
Though Pro-Lifers found Dr. Tiller’s
late-term and third trimester abortions
repulsive, U.S. law allowed him to do
them. While Pro-Lifers are unanimous
in our condemnation of his murder by
a schizophrenic and delusional drifter,

Stephen Cignetti:
“For the people that believe that
their actions do not involve another
human life, and that the life is not a
human being, I urge them to view
a series of pictures of an in utero
operaton at:
www.michaelclancey.com”
Stephen Cignetti is a member from
Oxford.
Camilla Ruth Merna:
“Our Memorial Day remembrances included viewing “Judgment at
Nuremberg.” I was stunned by a
parallel from the message of a film
made a generation ago to American
society today. The judgment passed
on an erudite German judge was that
he knew innocent human lives were
being condemned to death, and he
gave his assent, telling himself that it
was a passing phase for his beloved
country and that the end would justify the means. As the film ends, the
convicted judge makes an agonized
plea to the presiding judge for understanding and perhaps a shred of
comfort.
Thinking back to the german judge
as he painfully sought to deal with
the terrible fruit of his actions, I
wondered, “What will be the judgment on me and my nation?” If we

This is simply not true. If you do a web we build a consistent culture of life.
search for “Blood on his hands” you
In several ways, Tiller’s death is a
will see how common it is for someone setback. It gives license to zealots
to be accused of having blood on their like Obama and Planned Parenthood
we also recognize that Dr. Tiller’s hands. Examples include Tony Blair, to get more funding and more laws
murder will be used as an attempt to the New York Times, Rapper Ice-T, for clinics pushing away sidewalk
shut up the Pro-Life movement. We author Salman Rushdie, and especially counselors to stop women entering
George
W. these mills to kill their children. We
cannot
let
Bush
by have worked for decades in bringing
this happen.
many in the the Supreme Court back to proTiller’s
m a i n s t r e a m life, we have been working hard in
murder will be
media.
Any the political system with all of its
used by radical
phrase
such complications and setbacks. If we
abortion
as “blood on want to protect all babies, we cannot
advocates
his
hands” do it through violence, we have to win
against the free
-Bill O’Reilly
isn’t enough to hearts and minds, and also pursue a
speech of Procause someone legal strategy that protects the unborn.
Lifers.
They
to
launch Killing Tiller only serves to complicate
will say that
into violence. that progress, and set back our
our “inflamed”
O ’ R e i l l y ability to protect the unborn because
speech caused
and
others our principles, then, are viewed
Tiller’s violent
a c c u r a t e l y as inconsistent and too politically
death,
even
-George Tiller
d e s c r i b e d charged. Many people disassociate
though we did
not pull the trigger. Their argument is Tiller, and Tiller’s killer didn’t respond with our cause when they think
essentially that when anyone, especially to those words, he responded to the we’re all vigilantes, which of course
Bill O’Reilly or Randall Terry who are same actions by Tiller which caused the is far from the truth. Our victory
both reviled by the media, said that phrase to be used. Tiller was a killer, would have been to bring about the
Dr. Tiller had “blood on his hands”, and his killer killed him for it. Calling conversion of Dr. Tiller, as with Dr.
this was an “incitement to violence” someone a murderer does not cause Nathanson and Norma McCorvey.
Tiller’s website said he performed
which led to his assassination. society to then murder that person.
Just as passionately as people third
trimester
“therapeutic”
debate the Iraq war, including its abortions, abortions for the mother’s
life or death consequences, so too health. A former employee of Tiller
should we honestly debate abortion. named Luhra Tivis was told by
That these debates have real world Tiller that he only did abortions on
consequences should not cause us to deformed babies, or for a medical
shirk from our responsiblity to engage crisis. However Ms. Tivis reported,
others in peaceful dialogue. There “I was seeing eight and nine month
are 3,600 surgical abortions every pregnant women come in, and out of
day, and many more chemical ones, those two dozen a week, only about
this is not an academic argument. 2 percent had medical deformities. I
This discussion about limiting our thought I was pro-choice back then,
allow our legislators to pass the prinfree
speech rights serves the pro- but week after week I kept seeing
ciples of the Freedom of Choice
choice
movement by labelling us all these women coming in with healthy
Act, removing all legal protection
as extremists. Of course they want babies and I saw all the records. I
from the preborn human child,
to restrict our right to discuss, they’re didn’t think that was right.” Though
aren’t we essentially saying that the
losing in the polls and they have an Dr. Tiller aborted deformed babies,
value of one person’s life is to be deunquestioned abortion-on-demand he also clearly aborted healthy ones,
cided by another? By suggesting to
legal protection across the country. at 8-9 months gestation, for virtually
a mother that the child in her womb
They have much
any stated reason.
is a punishment for her mistakes or
to
protect
by
In 2008 Tiller even
an unwanted burden, by protecting
marginalizing
bragged on camera
abortion as a right and funding it
our
speech.
to having done
with our tax dollars, are we in fact
They
don’t
abortions the day
saying that some human lives are
want to admit
before
delivery.
only worthy to fill a dumpster or
that
George
One hopes that
supply material to a research lab?
Tiller was killed
someone so deep
Have we learned more about the
because
of
what
in the lies of the
value of a single human life in a genhe was doing:
pro-abortion
eration or are we in danger of losing
former
Tiller
employee
killing
children.
movement such as
it entirely?
Luhra
Trivis
By
engaging
Dr. Tiller was close
Camilla Ruth Merna is a member from
this topic, we
to realizing the gravity of what he
Hyannis
always have to be doubly careful, was doing and about to give it up.
again, to not sympathize with his
Dr. Tiller’s death ought to be the
“Corvus”:
killer but to proclaim a consistent catalyst for the debate this country
“How can they believe this guy is
ethic of life that says everyone’s life never had, the debate the Supreme
a murderer of thousands of babies
is inherently valuable and intrinsically Court removed from our hands, the
and say they didn’t want him killed.
worthwhile. Tiller killed over 60,000, debate on how late is too late for
Either one or the other must be a lie.
and died unrepentant.
Bernard an abortion? Our President says
And to use their extremist language
Nathanson,
though,
performed
abortion should be safe, legal and rare.
and then act surprised that someone
almost
as
many
and
is
now
pro-life.
He could make them much more rare
bought into it and carried out an act
No one killed Nathanson and it would with the stroke of his pen and outlaw
because of it is hypocritical. Charlie
have stolen one of our most articulate these late term and third trimester
Manson is in jail for life because he
advocates for life had someone abortions, 60,000 by Tiller alone, done
brainwashed others to kill for him.”
done so, our cause will not prevail through the legal loophole for the
Corvus is poster at Fark.com
with violence it will only prevail as mother’s “health”.

“[Tiller] has blood on
his hands.” “[Tiller is]
executing babies about
to be born.”
“And I’ve done
[abortions] up to the
day before delivery.”

“I kept seeing these
women coming in
with healthy babies.
I saw all the records.
I didn’t think it was
right.”
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Annual Dinner, Speaker, Coming in September
Professor Anthony Esolen to speak on society, children, culture
Anthony M. Esolen is the keynote
speaker for the Mass Citizens Annual
Dinner on Friday, September 18.
Professor Esolen is a professor of
English literature and one of the
team-teachers of Providence College’s
Development of Western Civilization
Core Curriculum. He is a translator of
classic works, as well as a writer for
magazines like the Claremont Review
and Touchstone, of which he is a senior
editor. He has translated Dante’s Divine
Comedy, Lucretius’ On the Nature of
Things, and Torquato Tasso’s Jerusalem
Delivered. He also writes a monthly
column for the Inside Catholic Website.
He is the author of several books
including the best-selling Politically
Incorrect Guide to Western Civilization.
In his book, Mr. Esolen addresses
prevailing assumptions that attack
Western civilization and blame it
for today’s global problems. In his
speech as in his book, he introduces
you to the significant events,
individuals, nations, ideas, and artistic
achievements that make our culture,
society and civilization the greatest the
world has ever known. He also places
this knowledge and these things in a
historical context that completes the
story of legal abortion. Professor
Esolen tackles complex topics and
presents them in an very understandable
manner with his delightful wit.
As part of the evening’s festivities
we have an opportunity to recognize
fellow Massachusetts citizens who
work tirelessly to defend life. This
year two state level awards are being
given. The first award named in
remembrance of Ignatius O’Connor
is being awarded to Mrs. Marian
Desrosiers, Director of the Pro-Life
Apostolate of the Fall River Diocese
for her outstanding contribution
to
the
Pro-Life
movement.

In the fall of 2008, Marian developed
a Power-Point presentation about the
hidden truths behind the Freedom
of Choice Act (FOCA) that was
being submitted to Congress. This
presentation has been distributed and
used in states from the east coast to
the Islands of Hawaii to help educate
people on the dangers of the bill.

life. She has helped develop their
curriculum “See, I Make All Things
New” which is being used by dioceses
throughout the country.
Marian
was involved in the “Book of the
Innocents” which was authorized for
publication in 2003 by the Conference
of Catholic Bishops and is a postabortion healing resource.

“...the children we do have, we keep out of sight. A
sociologist named Jane Jacobs who is not a conservative, more of an old-fashioned liberal, she wrote
in the late 50’s that everyone was making a dreadful
mistake in urban planning. Especially in the establishment of playgrounds and zoning businesses
away from where people lived. Her point was that
it was children who united a community. Children
who would be near places of work, would themsevles patronize businesses, and would themselves be
all over the street... and be those creatures whom
responsible adults would look out for too, and not
just cordoned off into a playground. Everything she
said back then about the death of the great American city is true now, and true in spades.”
				

-Prof. Esolen

Marian speaks to middle school
and high-school age groups about
abstinence and chastity.
Her
presentations paint a clear picture
of the truth intertwined with the
facts of science and the teaching of
her Catholic faith. Marian reaches
youngsters to oldsters with compelling
real life scenarios that allow each
person to understand the necessity to
proudly defend all life in this age of
relativism.
She is an active member of “LifeAthletes” which has over 300
professional and Olympic athletes
dedicated to spreading messages of
virtue, abstinence and respect for

Each year Marian’s Apostolate
coordinates the Fall River Diocesan
effort to support the MCFL Walk
to Aid Mothers and Children that is
held in Boston, as well as the annual
trip to Washington, DC for the
March for Life. To all of her Pro-Life
endeavors, Marian brings her personal
experience as a wife, a mother of six
children, and grandmother of four.
This year MCFL is introducing a new
state award in memory of Dr. Joseph
Stanton. The award will be presented
to Representative Elizabeth Poirer and
her husband Kevin.
This dinner marks the fifth year that
MCFL started to recognize individuals

and groups whom we considered as
our every day heroes that support our
chapters and their mission to defend all
life from conception to natural death.
It is these wonderful people who
make Massachusetts Citizens for Life
so successful. There are two awards.
The first Local Chapter Service Award
recognizes individual members of a
chapter who have gone above the level
of expected dedication. This year’s
winners are: Mrs. Clare Donohoe
from the Margaret O’Hare West
Roxbury/Roslindale Chapter
Mr.
Don Golden from the Long Meadow
Chapter, Mrs. Madeline
Lavoie
from the Greater Fall River Chapter
and Mr. James Loughman from
the
North Adams Chapter.
The second award is the Pro-Life
Community Award. This award is given
to a member or organization of the
community who through their efforts
have greatly supported the Chapter’s
mission. MCFL is proud to announce
the following winners:
Eleanor
McCullen nominated by the Newton
Chapter, Msgr. Francis McGann
nominated by the Needham Chapter,
Mrs Patricia Stebbins nominated
by the Cape Cod Chapter and the
Watertown K. of C. Charitable Trust
nominated by the Margaret O’Hare
West Roxbury/Roslindale Chapter.
Reservations for the dinner can
be made calling the MCFL office
at 617 242-4199 or visit our website
masscitizensforlife.org. The dinner is
on Friday September 18 at the Lantana
Restaurant in Randolph. Tickets are
$50.00 and dinner choices are Chicken
Piccata and Boston Baked Cod. As
part of the evening’s festivities we
will have a silent auction. Social hour
begins sharp at 6:00 p.m., followed by
dinner at 7:00.
We hope to see you there!

Mass Citizens for Life
2009 Annual Dinner

featuring key note speaker
Anthony Esolen, Ph.D., Professor,
Providence College

1. Plant a small garden 2. Have a dance party
This is a versatile activity that works
outside your house
either inside or outside. Find some
Children are naturally curious about
their environment. They enjoy
pointing at birds, squirrels, butterflies,
and flowers. Allow your child to help
you plant a small garden outside your
house. The garden doesn’t have to
be extravagant or contain loads of
flowers; but the few flowers it does
contain will allow your child to have
some active participation in their
environment.
You can also plant a magic bean
and instruct them to water it every
week, and that there’s no telling what
will sprout from it.

of your child’s favorite music and
play it for them to dance to. Add
instruments and special costumes for
more effects.

3. Color the driveway

Buy some chalk designed for the
driveway/sidewalk and let your
children color. It helps the young
children to develop gross motor
skills, and allows for a change of
environment if this is a mundane
task for older children.

Friday Evening,
September 18, 2009
6:00 p.m. Social Hour
7:00 p.m. Dinner

Lantana Restaurant, Randolph
Dinner Tickets $50.00
Meal choices: Chicken Piccata or Boston Baked Cod
For reservations: call 617-242-4199
or visit http://www.masscitizensforlife.org/
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Rose Drives Save Lives

By Janet Callahan

When you participate in a Rose Drive
fundraiser for MCFL, you may not
think that you are doing something
that will directly save lives but that is
indeed what you are doing. You may
think of accepting donations for silk
roses in the back of the church on
Mother’s Day or some other Sunday
as a fundraiser that goes into a big,
black hole somewhere to feed an
institutional bureaucracy but you
would be mistaken.
MCFL is the only state-wide
organization dedicated solely to
keeping the pro-life cause before
our legislators on Beacon Hill. The
Women’s Right to Know Bill, or
Laura’s Law (named for Laura Hope
Smith who died from an abortion on
Cape Cod in 2007), will save 1170
babies per year in Massachusetts if
passed into law. Now that’s worth
the price of a professional lobbyist on
Beacon Hill, is it not? It’s also worth
the cost of printing and mailing the
MCFL News to get it into the hands
of constituents so that they, too, can
lobby their legislators and help get
pro-life legislation passed
The Rose Drive has to be the easiest
fundraiser around. I’ve been running
the Annual Mother’s Day Rose Drive at
my church (Immaculate Conception,
Malden/Medford) since 1987 and
we’ve raised over $30,000 during those
years. That’s just one church, imagine
what could be done if many more
churches
got
involved!
To get
started:
first, get
per mission
from
the
pastor and
determine
a date for
your Rose
Drive.
They can
be done

at any time but it’s nice to tie them into
a special day. Examples would include
the Sunday before Valentine’s Day,
Mother’s Day, Memorial Day, Father’s
Day, or any Sunday in October for
Respect Life Month.
Next, determine how many roses you
think you’ll need and order them from
the office in Charlestown. The silk
roses are a very good quality and are
quite lovely. They come in four colors;
red, pink, white and yellow and they
come in boxes of 144 per color. The
red and the pink are the most popular
but the white and the yellow are not
far behind. This year the percentage
per color that went in my parish was;
31% red, 30% pink, 20% white and
19% yellow.
You’ll want to advertise the Rose
Drive in the parish bulletin two weeks
before the event and, if space allows,
the weekend of the Drive itself. We
do not charge or pay sales tax for the
roses, so be sure to use language that
denotes “donation” and not “sale.”
It’s also extremely helpful if the pastor
will allow an announcement from the
pulpit. Be sure to send in a “thank
you” bulletin announcement with the
amount that was raised as a follow-up.
The large open-ended “fireside”
baskets with large handles work best
because you can hook the basket on
your arm while keeping your hands
free to pass out the roses and make
change.
Another way is to use large, 12”
diameter plastic flower pots; the kind
that are used for rubber plants. The
pots stay on the floor and your hands
are completely free. If the lines get
long, tell people to pick their own
roses and just take their donations and
make any necessary change.
Don’t leave any door uncovered, no
matter how few people use it. We
have a “quiet” door in our church
and many times the volunteers will
bemoan the fact that they didn’t do so
well. However, when all is said and
done, I would say that we average
about $100 per weekend at that door.
Don’t ignore any Mass because it is
too early or too late. We used to have
a 6:30 AM Mass and I, for one, was
always tempted to ignore it. However,
we averaged $131 at that Mass. Since
1998 we’ve had a 7:00 AM Mass and
the average take is $175. We also have
a 5:00 PM “Youth” Mass on Sunday
that doesn’t do so well and, after being
in church since the early morning Mass,
there is always a temptation to
call it a day after the last
morning Mass but
the average take
at the 5:00 is $125.
Those two Masses
combined
only
account for one quarter
of our total proceeds but $300
is still $300!
The most
important

Best Bets for Rose Drive Success

1. Advertise the Rose Drive in your church bulletin
two weeks in advance and even on the weekend of the
Drive itself.
2. Have the pastor announce the Rose Drive from the
pulpit.
3. Use large fireside baskets or big flowerpots to
hold the flowers in and keep your hands free to make
change.
4. Cover all Masses or services, even the small ones
5. Assign someone to cover all the exit doors of the
church, even if they’re little used.
6. Use well-known volunteers as people will stop and
support a face that they know.
suggestion I have for a successful
rose drive is to cover the doors with
volunteers from the parish that
everyone knows. The more wellknown your volunteers, the more
successful you will be. It’s very easy
for people to walk right past someone
they don’t know but it’s human nature
to stop and support a friendly face,
especially one that knows your name!
In my parish we have five doors and
five Masses. At three of the most
well-attended Masses,
I
make sure there are
two people at the
busiest
door.
That
means
that I need a
total of 23
people to
assist me
since I am
generally
the only one
that attends
all the Masses.
The key is
to use people
that attend a
particular Mass
because those
are the ones
that will be
best known
to the people
that generally
attend that
same Mass.
Some
churches
use
real
flowers
(roses
or
carnations)
but that presents
its own set of
challenges. I
used real
carnations
last year but

it was a lot more work and I ended up
taking in the same amount of money.
I figured out a way to do it easier but
wasn’t able to test my new theory this
year due to circumstances beyond my
control. Perhaps next year I will use a
combination of the silk rose and the
real carnation or rose (depending on
the cost) to try to get the maximum
return. If you’re considering a Rose
Drive for the first time, however, I
would strongly suggest that you start
with the silk roses
till you get a
good feel for
the type of
response you’ll
get.
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Teen Sex: Sold as Pleasure, No Commitment, “Safe”

Linda Thayer speaks to teens on meaningful relationships, risks, real love
Planned Parenthood’s website is a
testament to our obsession with sex.
It bills itself as “offering extensive
information on birth control and all
aspects of sexual and reproductive
health.” And indeed, it is extensive.
There’s information on birth control,
abortion, sexually transmitted diseases,
all manner of relationships, Linda says
fetishes, sex play, sex toys, that kids are
understanding one’s body, being taught
etc. The text bristles with a that sex is simply
sort of junior high school pleasure, like eating
know-it-allness,
PP’s a good piece of pizza.
voice providing sensible When they don’t like it
and frank sex-talk still so anymore, they throw it
sadly necessary in a world away, and if they do like it,
eat as much as possible.
burdened with traditional
morality.
Traditional morality takes a dim view taught, and don’t realize that
of “hooking up,” with its accompaning it’s designed to encourage
emotional
turmoil,
confusion, more sexual activity from
depression, distrust, jealousy and hurt. children.”
Thayer’s new book,
Planned Parenthood never touches
on these issues though, and focuses The Vocation of Love,
instead on free and unrestrained grew out of her love
sexual pleasure are the greatest good. of teaching. After 34
They claim “understanding our years in the Boston
sexuality can help us enjoy our lives Public Schools as a
more.” Which is to say that sex is put science teacher and
on par with any other enjoyable bodily 27 years of teaching
activity, such as eating a delicious religious and pro-life
education in the Boston
Linda has
The study found that Archdiocese,
spoken to over 180,000
engaging in sex and students. “I think we’ve
the boat, instead
drug behaviors places missed
of doing sex education,
teens at risk for future we should be doing love
education. That’s why
depression.
I call my book the
vocation of love.”
The Vocation of Love
approaches
sex from
sandwich. Sex is animalistic, devoid of
love and commitment and only about a Christian view of
sexuality, that it is
filling one’s immedicate needs.
“We’ve sold kids a bill of goods,” said a gift from God.
Linda Thayer, who speaks regularly to True sexuality is
kids who have been taught sex-ed by life-giving, part
Planned Parenthood. “By the time they of a loving
leave high school, 91% are taught safe- relationship, a
sex. But, one out of four teenage girls s e l f has a sexually transmitted disease and
in the inner-city, where the ‘safe-sex’
curriculum started, 48% are infected.
It’s a sad thing. The true meaning of
love, the essential meaning of love,
is commitment to the well-being of
another. Without commitment, what
does love mean?”
Brian Camenker of Mass Resistance
has done much to document and
counter the efforts of Planned
Parenthood in the schools. Camenker
claims that every major high school
is involved with Planned Parenthood
and even involved with the school
committee elections. “Their [Planned
Parenthood’s] sex-ed program is
all across the state. Many don’t
realize what their children are being

giving
sign of the
commitment
between
a man and a
woman that they
love one another.
Thayer says the most
important thing to say
with kids is to start with
the vision of what a true
loving relationship between a
man and a woman looks like. No
one has given kids the vision of what
love is... children are a natural, builtin part of what sexuality
is about, it’s about
creating the next
generation. Love
is supposed to give
life.”
Linda uses the term
‘pizza love’ to describe
a
new
relationship
between two people. “At
first, like pizza, there’s
great desire, and for
a while that’s all you

want and you can’t think of anything
else. But after a while, if something
goes wrong, if there are difficulties or
challenges, the temptation is to chuck
it and move along to something else.
Pizza is something you can put away
or throw away, kids can understand
that sort of love very easily.”
A mock wedding provides a contrast
to pizza love. “I have kids say the vows
and listen to the significance of what
they are saying,” Linda said. “Then
I ask, who already loves you that
way: for better or worse, for richer
or poorer, in sickness and in health?
When you say those words to your
spouse, what you’re really saying is,
‘I’m going to love you, I’m going to be
there for you, just the way God is’. So
husband and wife pledge themselves
to each other in the same way our
Creator does to us.”
Linda regularly speaks across the
state, and can be reached at lthayerm@
aol.com
There is also an interview with Linda
about this topic on the Mass Citizens
website, www.masscitizensforlife.org/
Chastity and love are not
trivial concepts, medieval
‘courtly love’ was anything but
carnal. The placement of sex
as supreme, governing and
dictating our actions is a very
recent development, and its
instruction to children is absolutely unparalleled in history.
Where courtly love gave
order to a civilization
under siege in medieval
times, the sexualization of children is
causing disorder,
disease and
chaos in
ours.
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Abortion Doesn’t Solve Rape: Rebecca’s Story

Rebecca Kiessling was 18 years old
when she petitioned the Court to unseal her adoption records. Receiving
the long-awaited papers, she got everything she’d ever wanted, except her
mother’s name, and a description of
her father that sounded suspiciously
like a police report. “Was my mother
raped?” Rebecca asked herself.
Learning the truth about her conception left Rebecca devastated.
“I felt ugly and unwanted,” she remembers. “Who’s going to want to
marry me?” Rebecca Kiessling is telling her story to a rapt audience at St.
Paul’s Church in Hingham.
“Except in cases of rape...”
Up to now, Rebecca’s talk has been
a recitation of the events of her early
life. But now, her voice reflects the intensity of her inner emotions and how
learning a brutal truth.affected her
young life.
“I never felt that abortion applied
to me, and now my very existence,
the circumstances of my life was held
against me. The world had judged
my life as valueless, I thought that if

only I could justify my own existence,
I could prove that I was worthy of
living. If I was good enough,I could
meet a societal standard so that there
would be no need for abortion.
I thought that people were valued
for something that you do, not what
you are. Children conceived in rape are
seen as a liability, disposable, I needed
to be seen as a person of value.”
Rebecca’s need to convince herself
that she deserved society’s approval
in order to merit her existence led her
into a string of abusive relationships.
One boyfriend beat her so badly she
lost several teeth.
With her sense of value deteriorating
even further, Rebecca finally contacted her birth mother. “I was sure that
my mother hated me and had wanted
to abort me. I felt like garbage.”
But Rebecca’s mother had always
dreamt of meeting the beautiful little girl that she had given birth to so
many years ago. “All my dreams came
true,” Rebecca remembers. “I felt so
loved and affirmed by my mom.”
As she recites the poem that her

mother had written for
her Rebecca’s voice becomes suffused with a loving warmth.Her words reflect the deepest longing of
mother and child, separated
for so long, now reunited at
last.
A few years later, Rebecca’s birth mother drops
a bomb. She had wanted to
abort Rebecca and had actually planned two illegal
abortions. Rebecca was told
that “you don’t know what
it’s like, how hard it was, to
carry the child of a rapist.”
“But what about me?” she
pleads.”What about that
beautiful poem that you
wrote? How can the totality
of my existence be nothing?”
Rebecca is not only pleading
to her mother .but to society.
“I know it was hard for my
mother, but it’s over for her.
How can I come to terms

Rebecca Kiessling’s powerful story of living
with her feelings of unworthiness due to her
father’s violent rape of her mother, resulting
in her conception, captivated the audience at
St. Paul’s in Hingham.

Studies link early sexual activity to teen depression, suicide
A 2005 study by New Zealand researcher David Ferguson examined
the mental health consequences of
abortion. His results found that those
having an abortion had elevated rates
of subsequent mental health problems
including depression, anxiety, suicidal
behaviors and substance use disorders.
“Abortion in young women and subsequent mental health,” was published
in the Journal of Child Psychology
and Psychiatry in 2006. In this study
Ferguson chose to focus on the impact of abortion on mental health and
not on related ethical issues.
Ferguson noted that several researchers proposed that abortion’s adverse
mental health effects result from feelings of guilt, unresolved loss and lowered self-esteem. These researchers
claimed that abortion may increase the
risks of substance abuse, anxiety, hostility, low self-esteem, depression and
bipolar disorder.
Ferguson noted that while some
studies found evidence of a link between abortion and mental health,

other studies did not. His study aimed
to eliminate “uncontrolled confounding,” the possibility that other factors
contribute to the association linking
abortion and depression such as socio-economic facters, age, personality,
or the timing of the pregnancy.

Depressing facts
Depression is the most common
mental health disorder in the US
20% of teens will experience
depression
Depression is twice as common
in girls as in boys
Studies find 4-6x increased risk
of suicide and substance abuse
associated with abortion
To eliminate the possible alternative
explanation that pregnancy without
abortion is beneficial to mental health,
Feguson studied three groups of
women: 1) those who became preg-

nant and did not have an abortion, 2)
those who became pregnant and did
have an abortion, and 3) women who
had never become pregnant.
This study, published in the 2005
American Journal of Preventive Medicine attempted to determine if teenagers “self-medicated” depression with
substance abuse and sexual behaviors,
or did the depression occur after, as a
result of these experiences?
The results are especially chilling for
teenage girls. The study found that engaging in sex and drug behaviors places teens at risk for future depression.
Teens who became romantically
involved during the study were more
likely to experience depression than
teens who did not become romantically involved. Girls experienced significantly greater depressive vulnerability
to romantic involvement than boys.
It concluded that, “sex and drug
behavior predicted an increase in the
likelihood of depression. These behaviors place adolescents, particularly
girls, at risk for future depression.”

Congratulations to the newly elected members of the Massachusetts Citizens for Life Board
of Directors! Ladies from left to right: Dr. Mildred F. Jefferson, Priscilla Keough, Helen Cross,
Elinor Rafferty, Evelyn Reilly. Gentlemen from left to right: Michael Wiseman, Fr. Martin Hyatt,
Fr. David Mullen, Thomas Day, Jack Rowe

with two near-death experiences?”
A wonderful thing happened though,
Rebecca’s mother changed her mind
and became pro-life. While this is joyful news for Rebecca, she also sorrows
for the millions of women who don’t
have the opportunity to change their
mind about abortion and still have
their children with them.
“ People create a fiction to distance
themselves from the abortion decision. When I was at Law School people would actually hiss at me for objecting that abortion in cases of rape
would have killed me.”
Rebecca’s voice fills with emotion.
“My life matters, your life matters,
don’t let anyone tell you otherwise. It
matters.”
Rebecca turned her domestic violence experience into an asset as a
family law attorney.
“Feminists don’t empower women
when they fail to support pregnancy.
Women get the unexpressed message
that ‘you can’t do it.’ Because of this
attitude, I represented women in crisis
pregnancies for free.”
Rebecca’s mother now calls her
daughter a “blessing.”
“We need to see every child as a gift,
a blessing, regardless of the circumstances of their births or conceptions.
We need to stop talking about victims
and victors.
Rape victims who get pregnant and
don’t abort actually find healing, saying that something beautiful came out
of something awful. They say that
their child is the only good thing to
come out of the rape.
Rape victims who abort not only
have to overcome the rape, they also
have to overcome the abortion.
Rebecca concludes, “I discovered I
was not a product of rape but a child
of God.” You can contact Rebecca at:
rebecca@rebeccakiessling.com
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Is Elderly Depression Fueling the Drive Towards Assisted Suicide?
A man looks outside the window
of his nursing home residence. He
watches a car drive into the parking lot
and notices three people getting out. A
tiny gray-haired woman and a darkerhaired woman of middle age help
a child get several geraniums from
the car’s back seat. The child almost
drops one, but the gray-haired woman
belies her age with the deftness of her
movement to keep the pot from falling
to the ground. There’s a relieved look
on the little girl’s face and smiles on
the women’s as they walk toward the
nursing home’s entrance and all too
quickly disappear from view.
The man knows the flowers and
smiles won’t be for him. He has a
son, but he lives all the way across the
country, and they’ve never really been
close. His boy called once, after the
man’s most recent heart attack, but
you can’t pretend to a relationship that
you’ve never had.
It seems like everything has gone
downhill so fast. While he had heart
trouble for years, his wife had never
known sickness, until the sudden
cancer that took her life. His friends
are dead too, or like him, too sick to
visit. Even if they weren’t, since he
sold his house, the man has either
lost their phone numbers or forgotten
their addresses. What would he talk to
them about anyway?
He imagines a conversation. “Hi Jim,
how are you? Me? I’m dying of heart

failure. To tell you the truth, I feel like
I’m dead already. Why the heck is it
taking so long?”
Julie Lauer is a nursing home
administrator. She finds that 60-70%
of her patients are depressed. The
reasons are often because life has
become an overwhelming succession
of losses: loss of physical ability, loss
of routine, loss of the ability to drive
and independence, loss of family and
friends, the loss of their homes.
“The person feels guilty,” Julie says.
“They feel that they are a burden
on their family, both financially and
emotionally.”
The National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH) says that depression
is often overlooked in older people
because they may show different,
less obvious symptoms than younger
persons, or may be reluctant to
acknowledge feelings of sadness and
grief. Major depression interferes
with daily life and is characterized
by the inability to function normally
and to enjoy once pleasurable
activities. Symptoms include feelings
of sadness, emptiness, hopelessness,
guilt, worthlessness, pessimism and
despair. With loss of interest in
anything pleasurable come difficulties
with eating, sleeping, concentrating,
remembering details or making
decisions, loss of energy, fatigue,
irritability, aches and pains.
People choose suicide, not because
they are in love
with death, but to
“overcome unbearable
psychological pain.”
Suicide Prevention
International reports
that the suicide rate is
highest in people over
60. In the US, white
males aged 85 and older
have the highest suicide
rate of all, twice as much
as men just ten years
younger than them,
eight times higher than
women the same age,
four times higher than
teenage boys. With a
suicide rate of 62.56
per 100,000, roughly
6,200 older men will
take their own lives this
year.
They find that in
70% of these suicides,
serious or fatal illness
plays a significant part
of their motivation
for suicide, particularly
Ronald Reagan’s life and career
for those who have no
spanned several decades, and he befamily or social support.
came the nation’s oldest President.
NIMH reports that
Famously during the debates in 1984,
Magnetic Resonance
at age 74, he promised not to use his
Imagery
(MRI)
opponent Walter Mondale’s ‘youth and
has shown that the
inexperience’ against him. Mondale was brains of people with
at the time 56 years old.
serious
depression

The male suicide rates, as seen in the graphic above, skyrocket
starting in the mid-70’s age range. The elderly will potentially
soon be targetted by a cottage death industry, offering to ‘ease
pain’ but really play upon the natural depression found among
the elderly.

look different than those without.
Depression affects the parts of the
brain that regulate mood, thinking,
sleeping, appetite and behavior.
Complicating the issue, certain
illnesses or complications of aging are
associated with depression including
heart disease, stroke, cancer, and
diabetes, or medications used to
treat these conditions. Doctors refer
to “vascular depression,” hardening
of the arteries that prevents normal
blood flow to the body’s organs,
including the brain. People with heart
and stroke problems may be especially
vulnerable to depression.
But many elderly people do not
suffer from depression. Lauer finds

patients are likely to feel they have no
choice but continued suffering or a
hastened death.”
Treatment for depression may
actually reduce medical costs because
adverse outcomes are reported for
patients with heart disease and other
ailments.
The Massachusetts Department of
Health Suicide Prevention Program
provides support, education and
outreach to Massachusetts residents.
The program provides educational
materials, community grants, evaluates
training modules for at-risk populations
and trains public and mental health
professionals, social workers, nurses,
law enforcement, emergency medical

White men aged 85 and over have a suicide
rate 2 times higher than men 10 years younger,
8 times higher than women their age and 4
times higher than teenage boys.
that nursing home residents who
are not depressed are engaged in an
activity, “People who have something
to do, whether it’s reading, writing, or
knitting, those who are out and doing
things.” All nursing homes are required
to have activity rooms and an activity
director. The Department of Health
requires a resident assessment that
screens for symptoms of depression
every 90 days.
“Providing early treatment of
depression as part of competent
palliative care, together with providing
social support, are key elements
of suicide prevention in these
patients,” reports Suicide Prevention
International. “Without such care,

technicians, educators, elder services
staff, and many others in suicide
prevention:
www.mass.gov/dph/
suicideprevention The State also
provides a Massachusetts Suicide
Prevention Guide to help with
locating suicide prevention services
and resources. MATCH-UP Interfaith
Volunteers has several programs
geared for linking up volunteers with
elders or those with special needs:
Friendly Visitors, Pet Pals, and Strong
for Life. And, Lauer points out, every
nursing home could always use more
volunteers to come and talk to their
residents and cheer up their day and
for many, lift them out of depression
through simple human contact.
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Yes! I want to join
Massachusetts Citizens for
Life Today!
Name ____________________
Address ____________________
City ____________________
State ______ Zip __________
Phone ____________________
Email ____________________
I will pay my annual membership dues of:
Individual $25
Household $40
Additional gift - $ __________
Check or money order
Please enclose

Online at:

join.masscitizensforlife.org

Credit Card

A staffer will call for your
card number

Mail to:
MCFL at The Schrafft
Center
529 Main Street
Boston, MA 02129

Reasons to join MCFL:
1. To pass legislation and exert
political pressure to save babies.
2. To reach high school and college
students with pro-life principles
3. to educate, train and activate
pro-life people across the state.
4. To reach and educate women
like Laura Smith with life-saving
information, by passing an
informed consent law.
5. To receive and circulate the
MCFL News.

Choose Life: Register for the license
plate that benefits women-in-need

838/1500 are signed up already, we
only need

662 more to sign-up!

Pro-lifers are very close to having a specialty plate in Massachusetts that
benefits the many pregnancy and adoption resource centers. Register
for your own Choose Life License Plate and then tell your family, your
friends and your co-workers to do the same!
1,500 registrants are required in order to get this plate on the road, and
no special legislative bill is required. When you register for the plate,
you pay $40 more than your registration fee. $12 goes to pay for the
plate and $28 goes to resource centers. Registration forms can also be
downloaded from the website www.MAChoose-Life.org
If you have any questions, email merry@machoose-life.org or call
Merry at (781) 224-0404

Please fill out the enclosed newspaper insert today!

MCFL Training Day
Saturday, July 11
9:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Sacred Heart of Jesus Parish Hall
18 East Main St. Webster, Mass.

Workshops, speakers, and training on a
wide variety of topics:
Newspaper Distribution

-When you’re leaving papers around town, are you leaving small stacks of no more than 15 at a time?
-The best method is hand-to-hand, pointing out one
article that someone ought to read.

Street Apologetics

-When someone says you are taking away their rights,
are you bringing the discussion back to the baby or are
you letting them set the terms of the discussion?
-Your coworker says that Obama is really pro-life because he’s reducing the “need” for abortions, are you
pointing out that his policies are going to dramatically
escalate the number of abortions?

Chapter Organizing and
Development

-There’s no chapter in your town and you don’t know
what to do about it. Did you know that most chapters
start with only 4-5 active people, probably all your closest friends?
-Many chapters fall into a rut and don’t know how to
get more active, or don’t even realize how much more
they could be doing. Most young people want to
change the world and just want a meaningful project
and would become members if you gave them the right
direction.

Recruitment

-Everyone feels like there “isn’t enough people” in your
group, but are you really using the current ones effectively?
-If you doubled your numbers one week, would you
know what to do with them? Where do new people
come from, and how can you constantly be growing
your chapter?

Tips on dealing with
people

-How often have you felt as though you could have
reached someone with a better argument, by being less
heated, or by focusing not only on the facts but also on
the emotions that often drive pro-choice values? You
can convert people sometimes by statistics, which are
on our side, but also with powerful testimonies such as
the story of Laura Hope Smith, or of the many women
hurt by abortion.
-When all your friends are pro-life, sometimes you need
to step back and consider what pro-choice people are
thinking in order to better convert them.

----------------------

Bring your own lunch - Dessert and drinks will be provided.
If you miss, email chapters@masscitizensforlife.org for notes.
join.masscitizensforlife.org
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join.masscitizensforlife.org -- (617)
(617) 242-4199
2424199 -- MCFL@masscitizensforlife.org
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AIM: massprolife
massprolife -- Twitter:
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2009 “Walk Baby”
Contest Winner

Sunday, October 4, 2009
Boston Common

in this difficult economic climate.
Whether its providing food, housing, clothing, medical care, counIt’s official! The judging commit- seling or education, pro-life orgatee of the 2009 Respect Life Walk nizations are there for women in
to Aid Mothers and Children has need.
Once again, we’ll hit the streets
selected Nevaeh as the winner of
of Boston in October, knowing
this year’s “Walk Baby” Contest.
Nevaeh was born at Visitation that people are counting on us!
House in Worcester. She was baptised by Fr. Michael Roy.
The 2009 Respect Life Walk to
2009 “Walk Baby”
Aid Mothers and Children is holdContest Winner Nevaeh
ing its 23rd walk this year. The
captured the hearts of
Walk benefits 48 organizations
the judges. Whether it
was her red hair, pink
who help mothers choose life for
bows
or precious smile,
their unborn children.
the winning photo best
Many beneficiary organizations
expressed the beauty of
are struggling to provide services
innocent human life.
In Honor of Father’s Day

In Memory of

From his son

From Anne and Ken Fox

Joseph Croteau

In Memory of

Marion Dalton

By Karen and Howard Levine
In Memory of

Doris Huse

Elizabeth McManus
By Margaret Creehan

Wayne Hagen
In Memory of

Robert “Chip”
Moody
From Brian Thomas

In Memory of

“Zeke” Hyatt

From Anne and Ken Fox

Win $1000
Save Babies

From Dan Flathers

Support the
Mass Citizens
Raffle!
Prizes announced
at the dinner on
Sept. 18th in
Randolph, Mass.

In Memory of

Dr. Eric J. Keroack
By Mary M. Keroack
In Memory of

Anne Marie Blute
By Anne and Ken Fox

By Frank Curran

From Ben Roland

In Memory of

From Anne and Ken Fox

Frank Curran Sr.

From Anne and Ken Fox

By Anne Talanian

Bob &
Marie Lueders

In Memory of

In Memory of

Frank Cleary

Honoring their 50th Anniversary:

Anne Marie Blute is remembered
by Joan Cronin as someone who lived
her principles.
She cared for her dying in-laws in her
own home and was pro-life in all her
political support. Not only was she a
vocal opponent of abortion, she also
took in numerous new mothers and
taught them how to care for themselves and their babies.”

In Memory of
In Memory of

Francis Sullivan

Marion Hession

Wilbur “Zeke” Hyatt - Zeke was
the leader spirit of the pro-life community in Methuen for many years. He
was also the father of MCFL Board of
Directors Member Fr. Martin Hyatt.

5 other cash
prizes,
don’t miss out!.
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Waiting to adopt
•

ADOPTION PARADOX
continued from Page 1

have long residency requirements and Women are told that “it’s too hard”
strict rules about prospective parents to carry a baby to term. According
attending orientation and training to Vanderhoek “the media doesn’t
meetings. The Davis family has been portray adoption in a very nice way”.
trying to adopt, unsuccessfully, for 6
Another way in which adoption can
years. Jodi Nyalko, military spouse be discouraged is through “Father’s
and member of the National Military Rights” Laws. State law requires father
Family Association in Alexandria, notification prior to an adoption. The
Virginia has managed to become an consequence is that the father may
adoptive parent, but has seen many not want to be identified because of
families unable to find an agency financial liability or the mother may
willing to work with them. Nyalko be in a domestic violence situation
believes that this means a valuable and not want contact with the man.
pool of families willing and wanting Requiring the father’s approval for
to adopt is being ignored.
adoption can often stop adoptionHalpern says that in Massachusetts minded women and inadvertantly
there is a shortage of parents for ends up aborting the child. The legal
the 1500-2400 in foster care ready complexities surrounding adoption
to adopt, and that the Exchange, make it harder for a woman in a tough
founded in 1957 to
pregnancy to choose
help find parents
adoption.
for these children, is
With an average
In
1992,
127,441
children
utilizing a variety of
waiting period of
media to educate and were adopted in the United 6-18 months for an
recruit prospective States. Many were adopted
adoption, the time
parents.
Many by relatives. 14,000 women
can prove wearing
parents turning to decided to place their child on
prospective
private adoptions, for adoption.
adoptive parents, the
the
expensive
child, the system and
fertility
industry
the birth parents.
Approximately 135,000 adop- The simple and
or
international
adoptions, she says, tion occur per year.
direct answer is to
are looking for
kill the child through
infant
adoptions. There are about 2,400 chilabortion before the
And whereas single dren who are available for
process starts. To
women a generation adoption in Massachusetts, do so avoids the
ago would have with 900 likely adopted by
restrictions, invasion
given such a child people they know.
of personal life,
up for adoption,
the waiting periods,
these days she is Between 13,000 and 14,000
background checks
deciding to keep the
and scrutiny given
women place their children
child.
Currently,
to adoption in stark
for
adoption.
only 5% of women
contrast to the
facing
unplanned
almost non-existant
pregnancy choose Private adoptions often cost rules,
regulations
between
$10,000-$30,000
adoption. The rest
or
restrictions
either keep their whereas state adoptions are s u r r o u n d i n g
children or have without charge.
abortion. It should
abortions.
From
be little surprise,
the 1970’s to the The adoption rate has plum- then, that Planned
1990’s the increased meted since 1973, the year
Parenthood,
the
availability of birth abortion-on-demand was
nation’s
largest
control,
abortion
abortion chain, did
legalized.
and a decrease in the
305,310 abortions in
stigma attached to
2007 and yet offered
unwed motherhood led to a decrease only 4,912 adoption referrals, double
in the number of healthy infants for the number in 2006 but still only an
adoption.
average of 5.8 adoption referrals per
When graphed, the trade-off between year per clinic.
abortions and adoptions can be seen as
Simple and direct changes to
the total number of adoptions peak in the adoption regime would seem
1970 three years before Roe vs. Wade to provide easy relief for families,
and fall quickly, an apparent trade off children and taxpayers. The addition
with the skyrocketing abortion rate.
of more social workers to facilitate
The coordinator of a program faster processing, the removal of
at Catholic Charities to encourage some of the onerous legal issues, fees
adoptions,
Wendy
Vanderhoek, and costs as well as the regulation of
explains that the low percentage of abortion to provide greater ease for
women who choose adoption for their abortion-minded women to place their
healthy infants instead of aborting or children in adoption would bring about
raising their children themselves is adoption relief. Simple passage of
the result of a societal bias against the “Laura’s Law” informed consent
adoption. The mother’s feeling that law would save an estimated 1,170
they should be able to parent their children from abortion. If placed
own child would make them feel into public adoption and displacing
guilty about “giving up” their baby. private adoptions costing an average

Adoption Statistics

of
$20,000
each, not only
would the law
save a small
town’s
worth
of babies every
year but it would
also save $23.4
million worth of
adoption costs
per year.
As many
couples wait to
have children,
the
demand
for
adoption
babies is likely
to rise with the
legal system and
social services
The impact of legalized abortion on adoption
ill-equipped to
cannot be underestimated. Adoption nummeet the need.
bers reached their peak in 1970, just three
Though many
years before Roe v. Wade. The birth control
celebrities have
pill became the leading form of reversible
solved
that
birth control by 1975, further reducing the
problem through
number of children available for adoption.
adoption, many
middle-class
couples are likely
to continue to find high costs, long and an unregulated abortion regime
waits and the absence of children to that operates without even a most
adopt due to state budget priorities basic informed consent law.

Amazing Women

by Elinor Rafferty
This is the second in a three-part series
about “Amazing Women” who chose life
when God blessed them with a child.

Ruth Melchin lives in Milton, but
often attends morning Mass at St.
John the Baptist in Quincy. Ruth
never fails to turn heads because she
always arrives with one beautiful hat
after another. She loves hats and they
suit her so well.
Ruth met her husband, Robert,
when both were participants in
a show at St. Gregory’s Parish in
Dorchester. She sang in the choir at
the show and is still singing today.
Even her bumper sticker says, “I
Love to Sing!”
Ruth and Robert married in 1952
at St. Mark’s Church in Dorchester.
Their first was born on July 3 the
next year. They were blessed with
twelve children in 17 years. Ruth herself was the ninth of twelve children.
She has 19 grandchildren.
In 1986, with her children grown,
Ruth went back to school at the Unversity of Massachusetts, Boston.
She received her Bachelor of Arts
degree in World History. At one
point she was in the same classroom
as her son. During a class debate on
abortion, Ruth stood up and told the
class that she had twelve children,
which ended the debate. Ruth also
completed an internship with the
Quincy Police.
Ruth is still on the go and advancing her pro-life principles daily.

Ruth Melkin of Milton is the mother of
twelve children and the grandmother
of 19.
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Book Review

“Sacred Choices” Blasphemes Truth

“This book shows that the right to an abortion is solidly grounded in the world’s
great religions. Governments that restrict that right are abusing the religious freedom of many - in some cases most - of their citizens.” - Daniel Maguire
Imagine that you are in
an airliner at 25,000 feet
hitting turbulence. The
passenger in the seat next
to you notices your worried face as you fumble to
tighten your seatbelt.
“There’s nothing to worry
about,” he confidently says.
“I’m the mechanic who
serviced this plane, she’s
in fine shape. All those
manuals on preventive
maintenence and mechanical failures were written in
the past, when people were
afraid of falling.”
No one doubts universal
truth when they’re thousands of feet in the air. We
firmly believe that words
mean what they say and put
our trust that others believe
them too.
Why is it then, that for
safely on the ground, we
blithely follow the just-so
stories of today’s theologians who claim to uncover

Gudorf points out that
Christianity was born in
a world which practiced
abortion and infanticide.
The Church tried to “suppress” this knowledge, but
was not fully successful.
She sees the continuation
of these abominations,
not as people commiting
sin, but as proof that early
Christians approved of
these practices.
In a letter from the period
of the early Church, called
the epistle of Diognetus,
“Like others, Christians
also marry and have
children but they do not
expose these children.
They do not kill the
children. Christians share
their meals, but not their
wives. They pass their days
upon earth but are citizens
of heaven. Obedient to the
laws, they live on a level,
which is above all human
law.”
In the 8th-6th century
BC,
children
were
truths that millions of peo- Moloch, pictured above in an 18th Century drawing, was a “sun
sacrificed to Moloch, the
ple over the ages have not god” that semetic people sacrificed their children to by placing
them into the fires at the base of the statue. This practice was
sun God of the Canaanites,
understood?
banned by the Bible. Daniel Maguire claims that this child sacriDaniel Maguire is an arro- fice shows that Christianity endorses abortion because it existed by the Israelites in the valley
of Hinnom. Inside a huge
gant theologian. He unpacks in the time of the early church.
bronze statue with the head
the writings of the world’s
of a bull, burned a fire
great religions and finds, lo
Maguire’s solution to this problem is
and behold!, that they have supported to cite dissenting theologians as proof which colored Moloch glowing red.
abortion and euthanasia all along. Sa- that there are dissenting theologians, Children were placed on the hands of
cred Choices is so full of contradictions, but also awkwardly claim that the dis- the statue. Children would fall into the
poor logic, unfounded assertions, reli- senters have been the real church all fire. People gathered before Moloch
ance on misinformed “expert” testi- along. He further claims that a woman and danced to the sounds of flutes
mony and willful misreading of tradi- should make the decision to abort out- and tambourines to drown out the
tional texts, that this book would be side of religion. But again, if religion screams.
The law given to Moses expressly
a howler if only babies didn’t have to supports abortion, why wouldn’t the
forbade
the Jews to sacrifice to
die because of it.
woman listen to the teaching of her
Moloch. Lev. 18:21, “You shall not
When Maguire is not poisoning supposedly pro-choice faith?
young minds as a Professor of TheMaguire goes so far as to call abor- give any of your children to devote
ology at Marquette University, he is tion a positive good. Positive goods are them by fire to Moloch and so profane
President of the Religious Consul- acts with no downside to them such the name of your God.” Sacrificing to
tation on Population, Reproductive as giving food to a hungry person. But Moloch was “idolatry” referred to as
Health and Ethics. Indeed, the first for this to be true, the work of thou- “abomination” in Kings 11:7.
In Roman times, the paterfamilias
chapter of Sacred Choices is enti- sands of pregnancy centers would be
tled, “More People, Less Earth,” the doing a bad thing, helping women to had the right to decide whether to
second, “Why Do People Make Too choose life and preventing this good keep newborn babies. After birth,
Many Babies?”
from happening. Maguire’s logic is so the midwife would put the baby on
the ground. Only if the paterfamilias
Maguire wants to save the world from sloppy that he’s almost silly.
overpopulation and environmental
So great is the need for self-decep- picked it up was the baby formally
destruction, and finds too much reli- tion that Maguire avoids referring to accepted into the family. If unwanted,
gion standing in the way. “Foreign aid what’s inside a pregnant woman’s body the baby was exposed, deliberately
and national governments do not give as much as possible, he prefers to a abandoned outside to die. In Christ’s
time, familias meant a household. A
them (poor countries) the contracep- “pregnancy brought to term.”
tive help they need, often due to conIn Chapter Three, “Roman Catho- bucket near a child’s birth was used to
servative religious influences on the lic Freeing of Conscience,” Maguire drown the newborn depending on the
government.”
warns that popes and bishops aren’t father’s decision.
In the Jewish tradition – one can
He makes it clear that religions have “equipped to give voice to the best in
to change to be taken seriously. But the tradition that they represent” and never know if the child might be
why do religions need to change if that we must trust in the wisdom of the long-awaited savior. The Torah
their traditions already support abor- individuals like lay theologian Chris- demanded procreation and prohibited
the killing of children.
tion as he claims they do?
tine Gudorf.
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Maguire’s Religious
Rationalizations:
Buddhism:
Traditional
Buddhism considers abortion
wrong because it is the deliberate
destruction of life, and regards
life as starting at conception.
Maguire: A Buddhist woman
can have an abortion and still
be a good Buddhist. This does
not mean that there is nothing
negative
about
abortion.
Abortion is always a thorny
issue, an unfortunate necessity
at best
Islam: Abortion is Haram,
forbidden in most cases. “Do
not destroy your offspring out
of fear of poverty; We will
provide for them and for you.
Surely, killing them is a great
sin.” Sanctity of life and its
importance comes only from
God. The prophet Muhammad
admonished
parents
for
preferring male offspring and
warned against infanticide.
Maguire:
Diversity
of
opinions, as in all religions, there
are those in Islam who oppose
all abortions.
Judaism: Traditional teaching
only for the life of the mother.
Orthodox Jews firmly oppose
abortion.
Maguire: Judaism, like most
religions, begins with the
mandate to “choose life.”
It recognizes however, that
choosing life can at times mean
choosing death. Theologian
Laurie Zoloth, even in the last
trimester, “the fetus has a lesser
moral status.”
Roman Catholicism: “No
matter what their own personal
views regarding the moment
when the spiritual soul was
infused into the body, the
apostolic fathers, the early
Christian apologists, the fathers
and doctors of the Church both
East and West - unanimously
condemned procured or direct
abortion as utterly immoral.”
Maguire: It’s only the pope’s
opinion.
“According
to
traditional Catholic theology
– unknown even to many
Catholics - a Catholic is free
to choose abortion when
necessary.”
Protestant
Christianity:
Mainstream
Protestants
support abortion. “Anti-choice”
conservatives do not. Civil law
should not take sides, it violates
religious freedom
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